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This work used a year-long LES simulation dataset to looks at energy production and wake
losses for six different 4 GW offshore wind farm scenarios. Authors looked at wake and
losses for six different scenarios as a function of wind speed and direction, stability, as
well as different wind farm layouts.

I believe that paper is well structured, and this work is very relevant for the entire wind
energy community.

 

Some specific comments:

 

Line 72 and 77: decide if you would like to use “subgrid models” or “subgrid-models” and
be consistent.

Line 80: Km is not defined

Line 83: “eddy-viscosity model specifically developed for anisotropic grids. “ So the grid is
anisotropic? Need more details about grid spacing.

Line 88: So this model includes moisture and phase changes? How ere clouds and
precipitations treated in the model? Need more information about moist processes in the
model.

Line 152: Why you picked 2015? Is there any particulate reason? Need additional info
about this choice.

Line 156: What type of “Vertical grid stretching”? How many points there is in Z direction
and how is greed spacing distributed? Need additional clarification.

Very important note here (regarding model setup): Many studies reported that wind farm
generates gravity waves (for example Allaerts (2017)), and I’m not sure that authors
accounted for that fact. Without proper treatment of these waves, they might affect
overall result, so should be properly addressed. Authors should address/discuss absence



of proper treatment of farm induced gravity waves and their possible impact on this whole
analysis.

Line 156: Is there a reason for a domain to be horizontally 76800m long?

Line 157: what about upper boundary comditions?

Line 293: “Schneemann et al. (2021), . “ delete ,

Line 341: “averaged over all the entire year” delete “all”
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